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Datamatics FINATO is a smart, simple, and intuitive digital platform for end-to-end CFO Backoffice 
Transformation. It is designed for jumpstarting ubiquitous digital adoption in capital-intensive 
businesses. It takes a “digital-first” approach that seamlessly integrates with cloud and on-premise 
business systems to power a digitally-enabled vendor-business-customer ecosystem.
 
FINATO takes a modular approach while enabling businesses to re-engineer legacy platforms in a 
step-wise manner. It brings to table Automation and AI/ML capabilities allowing them to harness 
the best of both worlds. FINATO enables automation across procure-to-pay, order-to-cash, and 
record-to-report space. It also allows build a foundation for financial planning and analysis.

Finato effortlessly scales to handle growing transaction volumes. It seamlessly accommodates 
multiple currencies and languages while remaining agile in the face of regulatory shifts.

FINATO ADVANTAGES

Automated invoice processing 
and routing

Automated Workflow 
Management

AI/ML-powered pattern detection 
and mining

AI/ML-powered Digital 
Platform

AI/ML-enabled 2/3-way matching 
and validation

Auto-validation, Checks, 
Controls

Holistic visualization across P2P 
and O2C space

Real-time 360-Degree 
Visualization

Modular approach for adapting to 
business requirement

Customization and Dynamic 
Configuration

Futuristic and adaptable 
architecture

Cloud-based Platform 
Adapted to Multi-Cloud

Seamless integration and 
automation

End-to-End Automation 
with Audit Trail



FINATO MODULES

Centralized Financial 
Ecosystem

Seamless Integration with 
Business Systems

Modular Approach towards 
Automation

Fast Deployment–Faster 
Return-on-Investment

Flexible and Scalable 
Architecture

Automated Workflows and 
Validation Mechanisms

FINATO BENEFITS

Simplify the Accounts Payable 
environment

High visibility of the CFO 
back-office

Automation across legacy, ERPs, 
and third-party systems

Multi-currency and multi-
language environment

Shopping only as per 
business requirement

Modular architecture that drives 
faster and better ROI

Eliminate risk from P2P and 
O2C environment

Procure-to-Pay
Automate the human effort-
intensive Accounts Receivable 
environment

Order-to-Cash

Automate closures and accruals. 
Generate on-demand visual reports

Record-to-Report
Generate decision-ready 
reports atop high quality 
integrated data

Financial Planning 
and Analysis

Unified Solution for CFO Backoffice Transformation and End-to-End Automation
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ABOUT DATAMATICS

Datamatics caters to a diverse global clientele across 
Banking, Financial Services, Insurance, Healthcare, 
Manufacturing, International Organizations, and Media 
& Publishing. The Company has a presence across four 
continents with significant delivery centers in the USA, 
India, and the Philippines. To learn more about 
Datamatics, visit www.datamatics.com

Datamatics enables enterprises to go Deep in Digital 
to boost their productivity, customer experience, and 
competitive advantage. Datamatics’ portfolio spans 
across three pillars of Digital Technologies, Digital 
Operations, and Digital Experiences. It has established 
products in Intelligent Document Processing, Robotic 
Process Automation, AI/ML models, Smart Workflows, 
Business Intelligence, and Automatic Fare Collection. 

FOLLOW US ON https://www.linkedin.com/company/datamatics/ https://www.facebook.com/Datamatics/ https://twitter.com/Datamatics https://www.youtube.com/user/datamaticsglobal
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